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Our Exclusive Signature Series breeds have twice won first place in the OMCA 
awards, and have been featured on full page articles in High Times.  Our garden has 
been visited, viewed, photographed and qualified by many well known horticulturalists 
such as Ed Rosenthal. Our catalogs are featured in the famous Amsterdam coffee shops, 
and our strains sought after by professional seed companies.  They are only available 
however to qualified OMMP candidates. This is a true North West Tradition.  
We focus exclusively on our own projects and share our accomplishments.  We offer 
grow classes to qualified organizations. It takes about 1 to 3 years for us to perfect a 
single true breeding strain. Advanced breeding seminars are also available. 
 
We don’t just grow seeds, we produce true breeding strains. Stoney Girl Gardens has 
one of the largest seed bank reserves in the US.  We are a true breeder in Oregon and 
recognized world wide by our breeding associates and top experts in the field. All of our 
seed stock is of the finest breeding quality, each seed specifically inspected and 
controlled for heredity and quality of genetics. This brings you the consistency of getting 
what you expect, with no surprises.  
 
Stoney Girl Gardens is an accredited and acclaimed world class breeder. While others 
simply produce Hybrids, we only produce the finest True Breeder Quality seeds, 
acclimated for the North West. 
 
Growing the Stoney Girl Way 
First, It’s easy.  Results are guaranteed regardless of the species. Organic gardening 
brings out the true taste of the plant.  Organics are taking over in all competitions 
including the world famous Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam.  Our recipe is time tested and 
taken from professionals with great experience  Easy is the word.  Stop worrying about 
PH, Microbiology, testing and being a degree Horticulturalist.  Our mix starts with sterile, 
professional products that take the mystery and cost out of gardening.  Grow like a Pro. 
Just Plant, Water and Go. Why do we share?  We remember trying to start and the trials 
and tribulations with success and failures, mostly the latter.  We found this easy way and 
want everyone to be as successful as we have been.  
 
Why do we breed? 
We have searched the world over for the right kind of medicine.  When we couldn’t find it, 
we made it. We start by selecting a species with the best flavor and effect. We have 
grown over 100 species to test in our garden. Often however the best taste and effect 
take a long time to grow. The OMMP confines the number of plants per patient.  Working 
within these parameters and keeping a good supply of medicine is difficult. 
Stoney Girl Gardens has bridged this gap using a combination of good planning 
techniques and developing fast growing, extremely potent, mouth watering species.  We 
believe that the OMMP has afforded us the opportunity to create the finest in world class 
medicine. Welcome to Oregon.

Who We Are 
Stoney Girl Gardens is a private group of patients and 
caregivers inspired by Jenifer Valley and dedicated to 
everyone in the Oregon Medical Marijuana Program. We 
believe in sharing our success and experience with qualified 
individuals. If you follow our advice exactly and use our 
strains we guarantee your results to be award winning.  
~Peace~ 
 
Stoney Girl Gardens is a World Class Breeder and Award 
Winner. Stoney Girl Gardens is continually creating true 
breeding strains such as Pit Bull, Berkeley Blues, Wrex. 
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August West 
Delicate flowery flavor with speedy high. A four-
way cross of Crippler(m) on White Rhino(f) with 
Blueberry(m) on Berkeley (f).Mother was Crippled 
Rhino, father was Berkeley Blues. Mid size with 
tight buds.  Good producer, stores well. 32 days to 
flower. 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: No 
 
Berkeley 
Super sugar and super fast. Skunky taste. Created 
for outdoor with smaller buds, but more sugar than 
any other plant except Pit Bull. High is a very 
speedy up high. This was some kids science 
project at Berkeley. Great producer. Taste is very 
expando so be careful. Good early (28 days). 

 Available 
Seed: No 
Cutting: Yes 
 
Berkeley Blues 
Fast, Blue buds with velvet sugar. Amazing 
outdoor producer, but perfect indoor too. Blueberry 
taste with Berkeley sugar and speed.  A must 
have if you like blueberry.  This is one of our 
personal favorites. Great producer bush with 
purple/blue stems. 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: Yes 
 
NEW! Wrex 
Look out for this potent puppy. One of our 
strongest. mixed for extreme or terminal patients 
Cross of Pit back on P-91.  Produces well, stores 
well.  New for 2008.  Good red color pistols 
outdoors.  Finishes fast. 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: Yes 
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NEW! Oregon Purple Kush 
Pure Hawaiian Purple Kush mixed with Pit Bull.  
Get that full on grape taste and huge bush growth 
in much less time.  More crystal and a slight bit 
more skunk.  Now grow that favorite blast from 
the past in a much shorter time.  Acclimated for 
the North West.  Huge producer. Grows 
extremely well outdoors. Pure Grape. 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: Yes 
 
NEW! Purpit 
Pure Hawaiian Purple Kush backcrossed on the 
Pit Bull.  This produces highly potent Pit taste 
with a grape finish.  Nice mix of traditional Purple 
Kush with a bite.  Fast growing and budding 
cycle. 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: Yes 
 
P91 
If you like G-13 then you will love this. 
Recommended as a substitute for patients that 
use morphine or heavy downers. Pissy skunky 
flavor. Effective medicine and produces well 
indoor and out. Medium to large fast cloning, fast 
growing. 

 Available 
Seed: No 
Cutting: Yes 
  
Candy 
Cross between Burmese and Sugar Plum. Bright 
orange hairs and great crystal count.  This is a 
bush that grows mid sized and is a great 
producer.  Excellent Citrus taste and smell. Very 
sweet. Flowers in 28-35 days.  
 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: No 

Crippled Rhino 
Our first breeding project.  Thai crossed with White 
Rhino.  Very fast and very huge, long colas. Light 
green 13” leaves. Traditional Thai taste. Tight buds 
store well. Gets 6’ tall indoors and very expansive.  
Taste is Flowery, Per fumy and Stoney as Hell. 
One of our favorites and a must have. 

 Available 
Seed: No 
Cutting: Yes 
 
NEW! Cripit 
Chocolate Thai anyone?  We crossed the Pit with 
Crippled Rhino and got that old fashioned Buddha 
Stick flavor and punch.  Unlike Thai however, this 
plant is finished in 45 days.  Extremely potent with 
that blast from the past flavor. You wont want to 
miss this one. 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: Yes 
 
Haze Plum 
Deep tropical flavor and stone Lovely blue-green 
color with golden buds. Skunk like smell. Very 
good and another of our favorites. Grows well 
indoors and out.  Produces great and preferred by 
many Hydro shops. An all time crowd pleaser. 
Finishes in 30 – 35 days. 

 Available 
Seed: No 
Cutting: Yes 
 
Sugar Plum      1st Place 2003 OMCA 
As featured in HT GA this baby is a must have. 
Cross between Haze Plum and Berkeley Blues. 
Outstanding midsized bush with huge colas. Tight 
buds, stores well, very sugary.  Flowering is done 
in 28-30 days.   
 

 Available 
Seed: Yes 
Cutting: Yes 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ultimately the plant you select will be the one of personal taste and effect.  But 
there are many other considerations before making a selection that could turn out 
to be a big waste of time and a lot of frustration. Don’t be fooled by colors and 
beautiful photography. Its taste and potency you’re after. Ask around, try some for 
yourself if you can.  Not everyone has the same effect or the same conditions. 
Crystal vs. Hash Resin 
Above taste and effect, above Indica and Sativa, there is a noticeable difference in 
crystal content and more so type.  Take the Hash Plant for instance that has more 
pollen like resin growing on the buds as opposed to the clear droplets that form on 
a Hawaiian.  You will find that many breeds such as AK47, Afghani, White Rhino 
or Humboldt are types of Hash Plant pollen resins.  If you want to make some 
Hash then select this kind of plant.  In general we have found that the hash plants 
have a limit of THC content production and that the effect of this THC is not 
favorable to the majority of medical patients.   In general go for the clear crystal 
producers.  These types can actually produce so much resin that it will drip off the 
plant.  The effects are increased and have a longer life.  That said go for the most 
crystal producing strains. 
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Availability 

Seeds Yes 
Cutting: Yes 
Pit Bull 
Award Winning Sugar Plum crossed with P91. Our most potent 
and tasty new creation.  Grows fast and furious with large 
abundant fruit. Sugar is like none other.  Taste is fruity and 
earthy mix with a tropical bottom note. 36% t 

2008 
PIT BULL LINE 
New for 2008 
Cripit 
Purpit 
Oregon Purple 
Wrex 
Mabel 
Noreen 
Buddy 
 

PPiitt  LLiinnee  NNeeww  ffoorr  22000088

Speed 
Forget about growing Thai outside in the northwest and plan to be real patient if you 
grow indoors because this variety takes 12 to 14 weeks in the bloom cycle alone.  The 
average cycle for Stoney Girl Gardens strains is 4 weeks in the green stage and 4-5 
weeks in the bloom stage.  This means that we look for a full season to be only 7 to 8 
weeks, beginning to end.   Be sure you check the length of growing time for the strain 
you want. Don’t get caught waiting longer than you should. Be aware that some species 
take a long time and if you want to enjoy them you better have lots of patience.  
Remember there are alternatives and new strains that deliver better performance with 
better tastes.  Don’t get stuck on old technology like skunk, kush, afghani, g-13 or AK47.  
Try some new stuff like Sugar Plum, Pit Bull, Berkeley Blues or P91 (government 
replacement for g-13). 
Sativa vs. Indica 
There has been a lot said about the two of these types but in general you will get the 
“Earthy” old time orient taste from a broad leaf Indica and a sweet Hawaiian flavor from a 
thin Sativa leaf.  Most new species are combinations of these.  I find myself wanting to 
keep both a species that leans to the Indica and another that leans to the Sativa side for 
variety.  I am one who believes that if you consume only one variety you will acclimate to 
the effects of that variety and therefore become less effective. 
Size 
I’ve read a lot of seed catalogs that list Indoor vs. outdoor strains.  This is somewhat true 
and of more concern for the outdoor grower than the indoor grower.  I have raised a very 
large outdoor species in a 3’ closet with great success.  If you’re really confined for 
space like an attic or crawl space then there are species such as NL5 and Sugar Plum 
that stay small but produce heavily.   Be careful not to confuse the NL#5 with NL.  
Northern Lights is a big monster that grows 12-14’ even indoors.  I have had to tie this 
one down several times to keep it contained.  All in all select the one that is best suited 
to your taste, provides a sufficient quantity, is easy and fast to grow, and has a strong, 
lasting effect. 
Flavor 
Every flavor awaits you.  From spicy to tangy, chocolate to fruity, sweet to sour, its all out 
there.  I recommend a variety for a number of reasons.  The first reason is that it is fun to 
have the “spice rack” full of flavors.  The second is the acclimation or getting used to a 
particular effect.  The third is the effect itself.  Some species is certain couch lock while 
others act like a speed causing you to be unable to rest for a second.  Some is better for 
morning allowing for a normal work day and others are perfect for bed time. All of this 
coincides with the next item Effect. 
 Effect 
As mentioned before there are different effects from different species.  August West and 
Berkeley are one of the best species for getting on the go.  They are also bad for people 
with anxiety conditions as they will not relax you.  On the other hand, Crippled Rhino will 
place you into the couch for a 4 hour death grip leaving you with no other choice but to 
stare at the ceiling.  The biggest thing I have to say here is that a good strain is good, no 
matter what.  You should never wonder if you got an effect.  If you’re asking then you did 
not.  The effect should be sudden, strong and lasting.  An average range should be 
about 4 hours even if swimming or eating.  If your following our organic recipe then you 
can certainly tell when your not consuming organic product. 
Quantity 
Some species are quite delightful.  I have Exotica which throws the most eloquent 
looking lavender buds.  The incense like smell is nothing compared to the grape taste 
and devastating effect.  The problem was that the plant only produces about ½ an ounce 
and took 8 weeks in the bud cycle.  Although I hated to loose a prize taste from my 
collection, the time and trouble was not worth the end result.  Remember to weigh the 
quality for quantity.  .  Lots of nitrogen will make any plant huge but turn it into “no high 
Thai”. Don’t settle for a plant too small or too promisingly large. 
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